Publications

Journal of Healthcare Engineering Accessibility, Inclusion, and Rehabilitation Using Information Technologies

Abstract for conference - "Rapid Cities - Responsive Architectures: A conference examining the design and planning in the modern world"
Brooks, A. L., 18 Feb 2020, (Submitted) Rapid Cities - Responsive Architectures: A conference examining the design and planning in the modern world.

Afferent Efferent Neural Feedback Loop Closure via Digital Technology (Re)habilitation

Virtual Reality Rehabilitation in Moving Societies

Special Edition Arts & Technology Journal IJART 2020 (Inderscience)
Brooks, A. L., 12 Feb 2020, (Accepted/In press) In : International Journal of Arts and Technology. 12, 1

An empirical investigation of young children's digitally augmented play: Submission ID: 1247

Proceedings ArtsIT + DLI 2019
Brooks, A. L., 2020, (Accepted/In press)


Special Issue Journal of Healthcare Engineering Accessibility, Inclusion and Rehabilitation Using Information Technologies: Accessibility, Inclusion and Rehabilitation Using Information Technologies

Keynote Presentation: INFORMATION SOCIETY EVOLUTION AND EFFECTS
An Interactive Multisensory Virtual Environment for Developmentally Disabled

ArtsIT/DLI History, Research and Network development

Contemporary Installation Art and phenomenon of digital interactivity: Aha experiences – recognition and related creating with and for affordances

Design, Learning and Innovation in Developing a Physical Activity Training Network: L.U.C.A.S Project


Why it's art

Computer Graphics, Video Games, and Gamification Impacting (Re)habilitation, Healthcare, and Inclusive Well-Being

Encyclopaedia of Computer Graphics and Games: Editorial Board

Interactive artist: affective painting in multimedia sensor space

Interactivity, game creation, design, learning, and innovation: 6th International Conference, ArtsIT 2017, and second International Conference, DLI 2017, Heraklion, Crete, Greece, October 30-31, 2017, Proceedings

An HCI Approach in Contemporary Healthcare and (Re)habilitation
Preface

*Interactivity, Game Creation, Design, Learning & Innovation : Proceedings 6th European Alliance for Innovation (EAI) International Conference on Interactivity & Game Creation (ArtsIT 2017) and the 2nd International Conference on Design, Learning & Innovation (DLI 2017), Heraklion, Crete, Greece, October 30-31, 2017*

Recent Advances in Technologies of Inclusive Well-Being: From Worn to Off-body Sensing, Virtual Worlds, and Games for Serious Applications

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies

ArtsIT + DLI: Invited Paper

*Interactivity, Game Creation, Design, Learning, and Innovation: 5th International Conference, ArtsIT 2016, and First International Conference, DLI 2016, Esbjerg, Denmark, May 2–3, 2016, Proceedings*

Accessibility: Definition, Labeling, and CVAA impact

An Overview of Recent Advances in Technologies of Inclusive Well-Being
DigitalEthics: ‘Ethical’ considerations of post-research ICT impact

Preface

Recent Advances in Technologies for Inclusive Well-Being: From Worn to Off-body Sensing, Virtual Worlds, and Games for Serious Applications

Interview Spain TV post VSGames2016 keynote

ZOOM: A serious games intervention design model When games alone are not enough!

INFORMATION SOCIETY EVOLUTION AND EFFECTS: Keynote Lecture

International Society of Virtual Rehabilitation newsletter
Bermudez i Badia, S. & Brooks, A. L., 1 Apr 2016

Sensors for the Senses: Meaning-making via self-active entertainment experiences

Designing with Young Children: Lessons Learned from a Co-Creation of a Technology-Enhanced Playful Learning Environment

Postural Stability Assessment after Exposure to Oculus Rift Head Mounted Display

Augmentation of board games using smartphones

Rehabilitation of balance-impaired stroke patients through audio-visual biofeedback
Virtual Interactive Space (VIS): Creating a unique dynamic HCI Ludic Engaging Design (Apparatus/Method) for Human Performance and (Re)habilitation

Arts & Technology: Fourth International Conference, ArtsIT 2014, Istanbul, Turkey, November 10-12, 2014, Revised Selected Papers

Digital Creativity: Children's Playful Mastery of Technology

Preface

Women with fibromyalgia’s experience with three motion-controlled video game consoles and indicators of symptom severity and performance of activities of daily living.

ICT in the Arts: Creative Industries Impact and Contribution

CAMERA-BASED SOFTWARE IN REHABILITATION/ THERAPY INTERVENTION

Int. J. Arts and Technology, Vol. 7, No. 4, 2014

ISVR Newsletter: International Society for Virtual Rehabilitation Newsletter #3 2014
Brooks, A. L., 1 Dec 2014

ArtsIT2014 welcome

Digital Creativity: Children's Playful Mastery of Technology


SoundScapes (Martin) Paralympics
The Four Senses New Zealand (Martin Lights Report)

CAMERA-BASED SOFTWARE IN REHABILITATION/ THERAPY INTERVENTION (extended): JACCES Vol 4, No 2 (2014): Journal of Accessibility and Design for All- Special Issue: ICDFRAT

Effect of the Oculus Rift head mounted display on postural stability

A Virtual Dressing Room for People with Asperger's Syndrome: A Usability Study to Realise Design Goals

Engagement in Game-based Rehabilitation for Women with Fibromyalgia Syndrome

Medium for Children’s Creativity: A Case Study of Artifact's Influence

The Performance of Self in the Context of Shopping in a Virtual Dressing Room System

An Internet of Things Resource for Rehabilitation

Towards an Inclusive Virtual Dressing Room for Wheelchair-Bound Customers

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES: ART INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION, AND TECHNOLOGY: Editorial: Special Edition ArtsIT

Disruptive Innovation in Healthcare & Rehabilitation
Technologies of Inclusive Well-Being: Serious Games, Alternative Realities, and Play Therapy

Technologies of Inclusive Well-Being at the Intersection of Serious Games, Alternative Realities, and Play Therapy

ArtsIT2014 program

Two innovative healthcare technologies at the intersection of serious games, alternative realities, and play therapy

Virtual Reality Technologies and the Creative Arts in the Areas of Disability, Therapy, Health, and Rehabilitation

*Playing* with our users: Ethics and playful interactions
Brooks, A. L., 28 Oct 2013

INHABITED INFORMATION SPACES: I3, HUMANICS AND THE VIRTUAL DRESSING ROOM

Facilitators’ Intervention Variance and Outcome Influence When Using Video Games with Fibromyalgia Patients

Human Computer Confluence in Rehabilitation: Digital Media Plasticity and Human Performance Plasticity

The Effects of Mirroring in a Playful Virtual Environment: A Comparative Study with Children and Adults Having Impairments

Towards a Next Generation Universally Accessible ‘Online Shopping-for-Apparel’ System
Neuroaesthetic Resonance

Active and Non-Active Volumetric Information Spaces to Supplement Traditional Rehabilitation

TeleAbilitation: GameAbilitation

IDC SIG Researcher spotlight BROOKS
Brooks, A. L., 28 Nov 2012

Arts and Technology: Second International Conference, ArtsIT 2011, Esbjerg Denmark, December 2011, Revised Selected Papers

Markerless Motion Tracking: MS Kinect & Organic Motion OpenStage®

Perceptual Game Controllers and Fibromyalgia studies

Subject Anonymisation in Video Reporting. Is Animation an option?

Ludic Engagement Designs for All (LEDA): Non-formal Learning and Rehabilitation

Intelligent Decision-Support in Virtual Reality Healthcare & Rehabilitation

SOUNDSCAPES: THE EVOLUTION OF A CONCEPT, APPARATUS AND METHOD WHERE LUDIC ENGAGEMENT IN VIRTUAL INTERACTIVE SPACE IS A SUPPLEMENTAL TOOL FOR THERAPEUTIC MOTIVATION

Customising games for non-formal rehabilitation

GameAbilitation + ArtAbilitation: Ludic Engagement Designs for All (LEDA)
Special Issue on Disability, Virtual Reality, ArtAbilitation and Music: Editorial: International Journal on Disability & Human Development

Studerende skal styre helikopter fra iPad

Sensorer hjælper multihandikappade barn: I Landskrona får barn med multihandikapp hjælp att utveckla sin motorik och kroppsuppfattning med hjälp av sensorer. Det är ett treårigt projekt som finansieras av EU.
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 22 Jul 2010

International hold leger i 3D: Forskerpris: Tony Brooks, professor ved Aalborg Universitet Esbjerg, vil også gerne sætte fokus på Esbjerg i sit arbejde med mediologi

Internationalt hold leger i 3D: Forskerpris: Tony Brooks, professor ved Aalborg Universitet Esbjerg, vil også gerne sætte fokus på Esbjerg i sit arbejde med mediologi
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 23 May 2010

Ao Alcance de Todos Música: Tecnologia e Necessidades Especiais
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 1 Apr 2010

Editorial: Special Issue: Art, brain and languages

L'art et la cognition : une composante thérapeutique - prise en charge globale du handicap: L'association Cyprés termine aujourd'hui un séminaire de trois jours intitulé " Explorer la mémoire " qui propose des pistes de réflexion sur une prise en charge globale du handicap à travers l'art, les nouvelles technologies, la science. Un moyen d'anticiper les besoins de demain.

Leg dig fra smerten

Dansk forskerkunst sendes ud i rummet: En lektor fra Aalborg Universitet har bidraget til verdens første kunstudstilling i rummet. Det farverige billede sendes af sted i morgen og stammer fra forskerens eget arbejde med handikappede.
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 21 Sep 2009

Digital Creativity Journal: Editorial

Musik og farver hjælper handikappede: Multihandikappede husker og koncentrerer sig bedre, efter de har spillet særlige computerspil. Tony Brooks fra Aalborg Universitet håber på et bredt gennembrud med sin forskning i 2009.

ISVR flyer - to communicate network
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 2009

SoundScapes/ArtAbilitation - Evolution of a hybrid human performance concept, method & apparatus where Digital Interactive Media, The arts, & Entertainment are combined
Opmærksomhed og selvfølgelig kroner  

Superspil skal ud til syge og handicappede  

Ao Alcance de Todos 2008  
Lewis Brooks, A. T., 2008

Customization of gaming technology and prototyping of rehabilitation applications  

Human development through interactive environments  

Il Congresso Internacional de Arte, Cérebro e Linguagens  

Interpretations: an inter-sensory stimulation concept targeting inclusive access offering appreciation of classical music for all ages, standing, & disability  

Multimedia music man: New music by Århus-based midiwizard, Tony Brooks  

Scientific Vice-coordinator:  

Teaching and Learning: Using Digital Tools for Progressive Assessment  

Towards a platform of alternative and adaptive interactive systems for idiosyncratic special needs  

Stillness design attributes in non-formal rehabilitation  

ICAT2007 conference proceedings  

17th International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence: ICAT 2007, Esbjerg, Jylland, Denmark, 28-30 November 2007  
ArtAbilitation

ArtAbilitation

Artabilitation ICMC Panel paper Denmark 2007: Non-Formal Rehabilitation via Immersive Interactive Music Environments

Empowered interaction through creativity

Non-formal Therapy and Learning Potentials through Human Gesture Synchronised to Robotic Gesture

SoundScapes: non-formal learning potentials from interactive VEs

The 1st International Symposium on Ludic Engagement Designs for All. LEDA 2007, Esbjerg, Denmark, 28-30 November

The Picturing Sound multisensory environment: an overview as entity of phenomenon

Welcome

Konference får grønt lys

Festival fuld af innovative tanker

Digital Creativity

Teknologien til hjælp

Multimedia Artist Pioneers Communication Tool Utilising Reflexite's Technology

Advances in virtual reality therapy and rehabilitation

ArtAbilitation 2006: Conference proceedings
Esbjerg - Gateway to Scandinavia

Forskerpris for musik til behandling af handicappede

Interactivity in work with disabled

Musikkens og lydens æstetik: et samspil mellem humaniora, teknologi og musikalsk praksis

Non-formal Therapy and Learning Potentials through Human Gesture Synchronised to Robotic Gesture

Non-formal Therapy and Learning Potentials Through Human Gesture Synchronized to Robotic Gesture

Picturing Sound: an overview of its efficacy

SoundScapes - Beyond Interaction... in search of the ultimate human-centred interface

The 6th International Conference on Disability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies

TRANSISTOR2

Virtual and Physical Toys: Open-Ended Features for Non-Formal Learning

Virtual reality and disability

Den barmhjertige multikunstner

Tony Brooks / The European Network for Intelligent Information Interfaces
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 15 Jan 2005

Communication metod & apparatus
Creating aesthetically resonant environments for the handicapped, elderly and rehabilitation: Sweden

Enhanced gesture capture in virtual interactive space (VIS)
Brooks, T., 2005, In : Digital Creativity. 16, 1, p. 43-53

Guest Editor: SPECIAL ISSUE ON DISABILITY, VIRTUAL REALITY AND ASSOCIATED TECHNOLOGIES

HUMANICS 1. A feasibility study to create a home internet based telehealth product to supplement acquired brain injury therapy

Humanics 2: Human Computer Interaction in Acquired Brain Injury Rehabilitation

Interactive painting. An evolving study to facilitate reduced exclusion from classical music concerts for the deaf community

International Journal on Disability and Human Development

Play Therapy Utilizing the Sony EyeToy®

Raw emotional signalling, vi expressive behaviour

Recursive Reflection and Learning in Raw Data Video Analysis of Interactive ‘Play’ Environments for Special Needs Health Care

Special Issue on Disability Rehabilitation and Virtual Reality

Special Issue on Disability, Virtual Reality, and Associated Technologies
Virtual and Physical Toys: Open-ended Features towards Non-formal Learning

Handicap og IT emne for ny international konference i Esbjerg

IT-MANDENS SMELTEDIGEL: Waliseren Tony Brooks er en af verdens førende indenfor kombinationen af lys, lyd, og billeder, men det er ikke bare for sjøv, men også for at give handicappede et bedre liv

Aktuelle Forskningsfrågor: Artikelsamling HT 2004

A real-time tracking environment towards cross modal applications in public installations and education

Body Electric and Reality Feedback Loops: Virtual Interactive Space & Entertainment

Creating Aesthetic Resonant Environments for the Handicapped, Elderly and Rehabilitation: Sweden

Enhanced Gesture Capture in Virtual Interactive Space (VIS)

Humanics 1: a study to create a home based telehealth product to supplement acquired brain injury therapy

Humanics 1: a feasibility study to create a home internet based telehealth product to supplement acquired brain injury therapy

Inhabited Information Spaces: Living with Your Data

Interactive Painting: An Evolving Study to Facilitate Reduced Exclusion from Classical Music Concerts for the Deaf Community

International VR, Media Art & Technology Exhibition
Brooks, T., 2004, COEX. South Korea, p. 13

Introduction

L'art et la cognition: une composante therapeutique
Robotic synchronized to human gesture as a virtual coach in (re)habilitation therapy

Havet og det faglige niveau lokkede forsker til Esbjerg: Forsker-BOOM: Lektor Tony Brooks er fra Wales, of hans forskning er kendt i det meste af verden. Alligevel har han - ligesom så mange andre udenlandske forskere - valgt at undervise på aalborg Universitet Esbjerg.

A Collaboration

CAREHERE: Creating Aesthetically Resonant Environments for the Handicapped, Elderly and Rehabilitation
Brooks, T., 2003, CAREHERE. p. 191-198

DC Tales

Soundscapes

Soundscapes

SoundScapes – A concept and methodology of "Being There"

Soundscapes: Multisensory Reciprocity through Subliminal Non-control

Subconscious Subliminal Stimuli And rrsssssshhhhppp!

The Four Senses 2002: Unique performance sounds, looks, feels, and even smells, good
Lewis Brooks, A. . T., 15 Oct 2002

EU-miljoner hjälper handikappade: I Landskrona utvecklas sensorer som hjälper till att stimulera motoriken hos bland annat multihandikappade barn och ungdomar. 20 miljoner bidrar EU med.

Terapi med virtuella dyk

Virtuell värld uppmuntrar rörelser: Kulturcentrum Skånes elever tränar motorik och balans med konstnärens och forskaren Tony Brooks metod.
Interaction with Shapes and Sounds as a Therapy for Special Needs and Rehabilitation

SOHO: Sonification of Hybrid ObjectsA Disappearing-Computer Research Atelier Final Report

User Interface Technology in the 21st Century

Communication Method and Apparatus

EyesCube: The European Network for Intelligent Information Interfaces (i3 village featured exhibit)

Mr. Beam: the SoundScapes Concept and the Personics Sensor System

TWI-AYSI/CARE HERE

SoundScapes and Martin team up at Sydney Paralympic Games 2000: New invention incorporates automated lighting to help disabled persons develop and communicate through technology
Lewis Brooks, A., T., 17 Nov 2000

När Samuel nickar till blir det musik

Alla MÅSTE få spela!

Alene med kunsten: Eksperiment: På opdagelse i kroppens lyde og billeder

Brokerage Event on Applied Multimedia: 1999 1st prize award
Lewis Brooks, A., 1999, Aronsborg, near Stockholm,

VIRTUAL INTERACTIVE SPACE (V.I.S.) AS A MOVEMENT CAPTURE INTERFACE TOOL GIVING MULTIMEDIA FEED- BACK FOR TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS

Virtual Interactive Space (V.I.S.): As a movement capture interface tool giving multimedia feedback for treatment and analysis

Tony Brooks ArtCrash workshop
Heaven People
Brooks, T., 1996

Heavenpeople

Projects
Aesthetics of music and sound
Brooks, A. L.
<ingen navn>
19/05/2010 → …

IOLAOS: A LUDIC-BASED AUTHORABLE GAME FRAMEWORK FOR EDUCATING AND INTEGRATING EXCLUDED GROUPS
Brooks, A. L.
01/03/2014 → …

BISPA: Binaural Signal Processing for Accessibility
Brooks, A. L. & Hernández, R. S. S.
01/08/2011 → …

brainSCALE: IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH FOR SCALING-UP AN ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE PREDICTION SERVICE BASED ON DIGITAL BIOMARKERS
Brooks, A. L. & Brooks, E.

CIRKUS: Consortium on Inclusive (design) Research for Knowledge, Understanding and Sustainability
01/12/2010 → 01/02/2012

"Context Aware M-health for E-inclusive Living"
Brooks, A. L., Brooks, E. & Le Guillou, P.
01/06/2014 → …

COST action
Brooks, A. L., D. van der Spek, E. & Jaccheri, L.
20/02/2014 → 31/05/2014

EUROGATE: EUROGATE: Enhancing the Research Potential of the Madeira Interactive Technologies Institute
Brooks, A. L.
04/01/2012 → …

EPID: European Play Methodology in Inclusive Design
Brooks, E. & Brooks, A. L.
01/09/2011 → 31/08/2012

MASI: European Union/Cordis FP7 ICT application - Morphing Autistic's Social Interaction
25/02/2013 → …

Fibromyalgi smertestudie (fase 2)
Brooks, A. L., Brooks, E. & Haga, H.
20/10/2010 → 31/05/2011
Fibromyalgi smertestudie (fase 3)
Brooks, A. L.
01/08/2011 → 01/02/2013

LETSINSPIRE
Brooks, A. L.
01/07/2014 → 14/08/2015

LUCAS: LUCAS – Links United for Coma Awakenings through Sport
Brooks, A. L. & Brooks, E.
30/06/2014 → 01/01/2017

Mathematical Playful Learning Environments (MAPLE)
Brooks, A. L., Brooks, E., Keay-Bright, W. & Gulz, A.
<ingen navn>
19/05/2010 → …

MoCreation: MoCreation
Brooks, A. L. & Brooks, E.
29/10/2014 → …

MOSART Network Project
Pedersen, B. R., Arnspang, J., Brooks, A. L. & Andersen, R. E.
31/12/2003 → 31/12/2003

Music and impairment
Brooks, A. L.
01/04/2016 → 01/09/2020

Musikkens og Lydens Æstetik
19/05/2010 → …

Network on Cybertherapy: the use of mediated, augmented and virtual experiences in behavioural healthcare<br>CyberNET</br>
19/05/2010 → …

New Horizons for Human-Computer Interaction in a World Embedded with Ubiquitous Computer Technologies
Brooks, A. L., Otero, N., Navarro, R. & Rogers, Y.
<ingen navn>
19/05/2010 → …

Nordplus Horizontal
Brooks, A. L. & Brooks, E.
01/06/2015 → 01/02/2016

Playful Games – Serious Benefits: Gaming for Physical Rehabilitation
Brooks, A. L. & Palmer, M.
01/12/2010 → 01/07/2011

Research Experts Committee on the CRAFT project Horizon 2020 proposal
Brooks, A. L.
01/03/2019 → 31/03/2021
seediff: Seeing Differently
Brooks, A. L., Ilmoniemi, R., Olavinen, A., Mäkinen, V., Andreja, B. & Supek, S.
15/04/2013 → 31/08/2013

Senhjerneskade in Frederikshavn Kommune
12/01/2011 → …

SI-CRED: Plan of action of the network activity - "virtual home" (open source virtual learning environment - VLE)
Brooks, A. L.
01/01/2018 → 30/12/2018

(STU): Smart Things Up
Brooks, A. L. & Brooks, E.

Spanish research project
Brooks, A. L.

TELL ME YOUR STORY - training diversity through digital stories
Brooks, A. L.
01/03/2018 → 16/05/2020

VDR: Virtual Dressing Room
01/09/2011 → 31/08/2014

Activities
Invited keynote
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
9 Sep 2020

SMARTACCESSIBILITY 2020 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
22 Mar 2020 → 26 Mar 2020

International Journal of Arts and Technology (IJART) (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Mar 2020

SIGCHI2020 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
19 Feb 2020 → 29 Feb 2020

IEEE Transactions on Games (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
15 Feb 2020

Digital Creativity (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
2 Feb 2020 → 5 Sep 2020
European Commission (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
27 Jan 2020 → 31 Jan 2020

Springer (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
2 Jan 2020 → 20 Feb 2020

European Commission (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
9 Dec 2019 → 17 Jan 2020

MESM'2019 (International Middle Eastern Simulation and Modelling Conference)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
19 Nov 2019

International Patient Experience Symposium
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
18 Nov 2019

Invited Speaker/Keynote - 6th GAME-ON-ARABIA'2019, November 18-20, 2019, Dubai, UAE Title: Game Design and Innovative Inter-disciplinary Industry Opportunities Targeting Societal Impact across UAE and Middle East Educations
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
18 Nov 2019 → 20 Nov 2019

DR VIDENSKABSMØDET
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
10 Oct 2019 → 13 Oct 2019

ICDVRAT2020 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Sep 2019 → 11 Sep 2020

Uddannelsesdebatt, Nr Nr. Nissum
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
5 Sep 2019 → 6 Sep 2019

PhD examination - PhD student Inês Ayed - thesis entitled "Interactive therapeutic systems for fall prevention using computer vision technologies"
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Internal examiner)
1 Sep 2019 → 22 Dec 2019

PhD panel/reviewer/examiner Universitat de les Illes Balears, Mallorca
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
1 Sep 2019 → 1 Jun 2020

Invited Keynote for doctoral retreat - DMAD - a joint programme between the University of Algarve and Aberta University in Lisbon
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
20 Jul 2019 → 26 Jul 2019

Keynote speaker at Doutoramento em Média-Arte Digital – DMAD
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
20 Jul 2019 → 26 Jul 2019
The doctoral retreat for the Digital Media Art PhD (Doutoramento em Média-Arte Digital – DMAD – which is a joint programme between the University of Algarve and Aberta University in Lisbon) will take place in Óbidos, between the 20th and the 26th of July.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
19 Jul 2019 → 27 Jul 2019

Embodied Interaction
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Internal examiner)
14 Jun 2019

University of Algarve
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
6 Jun 2019 → 10 Jun 2019

UbiMus2020 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jun 2019 → 1 Jul 2020

Music and sound knowledge group
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
13 Mar 2019

The Music and Sound Knowledge Group (MaSK)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
12 Mar 2019

The Music and Sound Knowledge Group (MaSK) within Aalborg University’s Department of Communication & Psychology
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
5 Mar 2019

IPC for the 11th International Conference on Virtual Worlds and Games for Serious Applications, VS-Games 2019 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
13 Feb 2019 → 13 Feb 2030

EAI - European Alliance for Innovation (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
9 Feb 2019 → 9 Feb 2030

Stanford University (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
9 Feb 2019 → 9 Feb 2030

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Serious Games (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Feb 2019 → 1 Feb 2022

International Steering Committee ICAT (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2019 → 31 Dec 2020

UAHCI: 13TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON UNIVERSAL ACCESS IN HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION under HCI2019 http://2019.hci.international (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2019 → 31 Dec 2019
**VS-Games 2019 (Event)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jan 2019 → 31 Dec 2023

**SMART ACCESSIBILITY 2019 (Event)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Dec 2018 → 28 Feb 2019

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Dec 2018 → 28 Feb 2019

**The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence, ICAT2019(-2021)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
8 Nov 2018 → 11 Nov 2025

**7th ArtsIT, Interactivity & Game Creation**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
24 Oct 2018 → 26 Oct 2018

**Keynote - ArtsIT, Interactivity & Game Creation 2018**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
22 Oct 2018 → 24 Oct 2018

**Conference on Virtual Worlds and Games for Serious Applications 2019 (Event)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
13 Oct 2018 → 12 Dec 2019

**Journal of Information and Communication Sciences (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
5 Oct 2018 → 1 Jan 2025

**UiB.es (Publisher)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
29 Sep 2018 → 2 Oct 2018

**Advances in Computer Entertainment Technology ("ACE") http://ace-conf.org/ (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Sep 2018 → 12 Dec 2025

**Bilingual Publishing editorial board (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
31 Aug 2018 → 12 Dec 2025

**13th International conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction (UAHCI) (Event)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 Aug 2018 → 12 Dec 2019

**Invited keynote edutainment2018**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
28 Jun 2018 → 30 Jun 2018
International Journal of Serious Games (Journal)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
22 Jun 2018 → 30 Dec 2025

Invited High-Level Technical Expert for EUREKA network Eurostar database to review proposals  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)  
22 Jun 2018 → 30 Dec 2025

International Journal of Computers in Healthcare (Journal)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
31 May 2018 → 1 Dec 2025

Invited Keynote Speaker IEEE SEGAH 2018  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)  
16 May 2018 → 18 May 2018

Universal Accessibility in the Internet of Things and Smart Environments (Event)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
25 Mar 2018 → 29 Mar 2018

AIRTech 2018: Accessibility, Inclusion and Rehabilitation using Information Technologies (Event)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
13 Mar 2018 → 31 Dec 2018

Tre Azam  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Host)  
6 Mar 2018 → 7 Mar 2018

Journal of Healthcare Engineering (Journal)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor), Antoni Jaume-i-Capó (Editor), Stuart Cunningham (Editor)  
26 Feb 2018 → 31 Dec 2018

International Conference on Disability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies, ICDVRAT (Event)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
8 Feb 2018 → 1 Dec 2018

International Journal of Modern Education Research: American Association for Science and Technology (Journal)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
6 Feb 2018

Associate Editor Journal of Computer Human Interaction and Interactive Multimedia (CHIIM) (Journal)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
2 Feb 2018 → 2 Feb 2050

Springer (Publisher)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
2 Feb 2018 → 1 Jan 2024

Edutainment 2018 (invited keynote) (Event)  
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)  
20 Jan 2018 → 31 Dec 2018
Journal of Healthcare Engineering (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
17 Jan 2018 → 4 Apr 2019

7th ArtsIT, Interactivity & Game Creation (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
1 Jan 2018 → 31 Dec 2018

International Journal of Serious Games (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jan 2018 → 13 Dec 2022

International Conference on Arts, Science & Technology - ICAST-17 Dubai
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
20 Dec 2017 → 22 Dec 2017

Media Technology (Organisational unit)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
5 Dec 2017 → 6 Dec 2017

Springer-Verlag (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
16 Nov 2017 → 15 Nov 2018

Japanese Virtual Reality Society (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member), Mark Billinghurst (Member), Ross Smith (Member), Susumu Tachi (Chairman), Michitaka Hirose (Member), Ming Ouhyoung (Member), Hyun Seung Yang (Member), Haruo Takemura (Member), Zhigeng Pan (Member), Yasushi Ike (Member), Hideo Saito (Member), Sabine Coquillart (Member), Yoshifumi Kitamura (Member), Bruce H. Thomas (Member), Hirokazu Kato (Member), Gabriel Zachmann (Member), Carolina Cruz-Neira (Member), Kiyoshi Kiyokawa (Member), Anthony Steed (Member), Dirk Reiners (Member)
1 Nov 2017 → 1 Nov 2022

CENTRIC 2017, The Tenth International Conference on Advances in Human-oriented and Personalized Mechanisms, Technologies, and Services We would greatly appreciate you accept our invitation to join the CENTRIC 2017 committee. (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
8 Oct 2017 → 12 Oct 2017

ICSEA 2017, The Twelfth International Conference on Software Engineering Advances We would greatly appreciate you accept our invitation to join the ICSEA 2017 committee. (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
8 Oct 2017 → 12 Oct 2017

INNOV 2017, The Sixth International Conference on Communications, Computation, Networks and Technologies (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
8 Oct 2017 → 12 Oct 2017

SIMUL 2017, The Ninth International Conference on Advances in System Simulation We would greatly appreciate you accept our invitation to join the SIMUL 2017 committee. SIMUL 2017 is scheduled to be October 8 - 12, 2017- Athens, Greece, under the SoftNet 2017 (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
8 Oct 2017 → 12 Oct 2017

11th European Conference on Games Based Learning (ECGBL17) (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
5 Oct 2017 → 6 Oct 2017
Smart World 2017 (ICSW-2017): Sensors and Internet of Things (IoT)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
25 Sep 2017 → 27 Sep 2017

KEYNOTE 2nd SSR International Conference on Social Sciences and Information (SSR-SSI 2017)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
28 Jun 2017 → 29 Jun 2017

PhD re-examination Middlesex University (Stokes)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Internal examiner)
26 Jun 2017 → 14 Jul 2017

Keynote (Plenary) talk for the Smart Digital Futures 2017 (SDF-17) event in Villamoura, Algarve, Portugal. The Smart Digital Futures 2017 event brings together six multi-themed co-located international conferences: namely = Smart Education and E-Learning (SEEL-17); Intelligent Interactive Multimedia Systems and Services (IIMSS-17); Intelligent Decision Technologies (IDT-17); Agents and Multi-agent Systems – Technologies and Applications (AMSTA-17); Innovation in Medicine and Healthcare (InMed-17); Innovation Horizons (InHorizons-17). Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal, 21-23 June 2017.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
21 Jun 2017 → 23 Jun 2017

Keynote: Inclusive Creativity: Digital Practice: Ulster University, L/Derry, Northern Ireland. Supported by Garfield Weston Foundation, and hosted by Ulster University School of Creative Arts and Technologies, and Walled City Music Festival 2017
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
31 May 2017 → 5 Jun 2017

University of Ulster, Magee Campus
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
31 May 2017 → 5 Jun 2017

Storytelling in Immersive Virtual Environments 2 - The Challenges of Narrative Development.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
4 May 2017 → 5 May 2017

VSGAMES 2017 (9th International Conference on Virtual Worlds and Games for Serious Applications) (Event)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 May 2017 → 8 Sep 2017

KUNSTEN Museum of Modern Art Presentation
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
17 Mar 2017

http://www.edutainment2017.org/committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
20 Feb 2017 → 1 Dec 2017

Springer VS (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
2 Feb 2017 → 2 Feb 2020

EAI Endorsed Trasactions on Creative Technologies (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jan 2017 → 12 Oct 2017
EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jan 2017 → 1 Nov 2017

NIME accessibility (New Instruments for Musical Expression) http://www.nime2017.org/committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
19 Dec 2016 → 1 Sep 2017

Edutainment 2017 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Nov 2016 → 30 Jun 2017

HCII 2017
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
8 Nov 2016 → 14 Jul 2017

Digital Empathy: ENGINEERING EMPATHY FOR THE FUTURE OF LIFE
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
31 Oct 2016

International Workshop on Digital Empathy (panel: How can robots care?)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Guest lecturer)
31 Oct 2016

International Workshop on Digital Empathy (speaker): Aesthetic resonance: history, present and future'
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Guest lecturer)
31 Oct 2016

VS-Games 2017 IPC (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
26 Oct 2016 → 26 Oct 2017

5th International Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health, IEEE SeGAH 2017, to be held in Perth, Western Australia, from 2 - 4 April 2017 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Secretary)
17 Oct 2016 → 21 Apr 2017

Multidisciplinary Journal of Social Diversity (MJSD) Advisory board (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Oct 2016 → 1 Oct 2017

NIME
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
1 Oct 2016 → 1 Jun 2017

RMIT University
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
12 Sep 2016 → 29 Sep 2016
Keynote speaker at the 8th International Conference on Virtual Worlds and Games for Serious Applications - VS-Games 2016 - hosted at Barcelona's CosmoCaixa, one of Europe's premier science museums (http://vsgames2016.com/)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
7 Sep 2016

Austrian Science Fund (FWF): Request for Evaluation of application ORD 80-VO (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Sep 2016

HCII2016
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
17 Jul 2016 → 22 Jul 2016

InMed
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
15 Jun 2016 → 17 Jun 2016

UAHCI Program Board in Toronto, Canada (HCII) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
11 Jun 2016 → 2 Feb 2017

EU wide network on inclusive music - collaborative project discussion: Inclusive Music | Disability | Healthcare | Well-being
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Panel member)
10 Jun 2016

PhD panel examiner Middlesex University
Anthony Lewis Brooks (External examiner)
2 Jun 2016

Program Board of the 11th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 May 2016 → 1 Dec 2016

Guest Editor by the Admin of the Special Issue ArtsIT & DLI 2016. (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
5 May 2016 → 1 Dec 2016

ArtsIT, Interactivity & Game Creation 2016
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
2 May 2016 → 3 May 2016

EU - Horizon 2020 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
2 May 2016 → 3 Jun 2016

The International Conference on Design Learning, and Innovation
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
2 May 2016 → 3 May 2016

Danish Representative for IFIP TC14 WG 14.9 - Game Accessibility
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
15 Apr 2016 → 2 Feb 2100

Edutainment 2016
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
15 Apr 2016 → 17 Apr 2016

Plenary Keynote 14th e-Society 2016 international conference 9 – 11 April 2016, Algarve, Portugal
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
9 Apr 2016

Examiner PhD of Elizabeth Stokes
Anthony Lewis Brooks (External examiner)
5 Apr 2016

Appointment as a Reviewer - Call "Grants and Fellowships 2016 of the Fund for Scientific Research - FNRS" (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
29 Mar 2016 → 30 Mar 2016

Invitation to be on Advisory Board/Technical Program Committee of ICACDS 2016 INDIA (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
4 Mar 2016 → 2 Feb 2018

12th International Conference on Educational Technologies (EDUTE ’16)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Feb 2016

The 10th International Conference on E-Learning and Games (Edutainment 2016) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Feb 2016 → 1 May 2016

CENTRIC 2016, The Ninth International Conference on Advances in Human-oriented and Personalized Mechanisms, Technologies, and Services (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Jan 2016 → 31 Dec 2016

ICSEA 2016, The Eleventh International Conference on Software Engineering Advances (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Jan 2016 → 31 Dec 2016

The 8th EAI International Conference on Serious Games, Interaction and Simulation (2016) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Jan 2016 → 17 Jun 2016

21st Annual CyberPsychology, CyberTherapy & Social Networking Conference (CYPsy21) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2016 → 30 Dec 2016

CyberPsychology, Behavior & Social Networking Board Member (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2016 → 31 Dec 2016

IEEE SeGAH 2016 4th International Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2016 → 13 May 2016
Routledge (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2016 → 31 Dec 2016

ArtsIT, Interactivity, and Game Creation
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
3 Dec 2015 → 4 Dec 2015

Keynote
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
29 Nov 2015

Keynote: SSR-SSI 2015 2015 SSR International Conference on Social Sciences and Information, November 29-30,2015, Tokyo, Japan
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
29 Nov 2015

HCl2016 - Human Computer Interaction International - Toronto, Canada (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Nov 2015 → 1 Aug 2016

Invited speaker LUCAS project, Turino Italy
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
3 Oct 2015

The European Day of Awakenings
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
3 Oct 2015

KEYNOTE: KEYNOTE REHAB 2015: 3rd Workshop on ICTs for improving Patients Rehabilitation Research Techniques
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
1 Oct 2015

DIGITAL HEALTHY LIVING 2016
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
12 Sep 2015 → 28 Apr 2016

KEYNOTE: IN-Med 15 Conference - proposed Keynote Speaker
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
7 Sep 2015

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Sep 2015 → 30 Sep 2015

2015 MASTERCLASS SERIES ON CULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
27 Aug 2015 → 29 Aug 2015

Multimedia-2015: Honorable speaker invitation - “Global Summit and Expo on Multimedia & Applications”
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
10 Aug 2015
Program Board of the Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Aug 2015

HCII2015: Human Computer Interaction International
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
2 Aug 2015 → 7 Aug 2015

CWUAAT 16 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)

CWUAAT (Cambridge Workshop on Universal Access and Assistive Technology) Programme Committee, Engineering Design Centre, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, England, UK (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Jul 2015 → 23 Mar 2016

KEYNOTE - The International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (MHCI)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Jul 2015 → 14 Jul 2015

The International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
13 Jul 2015 → 14 Jul 2015

Invited European Commission expert H2020 call: Research & Innovation actions exploring new technologies and tools for enhancing creative processes in the Creative Industries. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
15 Jun 2015 → 26 Jun 2015

KEYNOTE INTETAIN (2015) - Organised by the European Alliance for Innovation (EAI) and technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society and the IEEE Computer Society Visualization & Graphics Technical Committee.: 7th International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment - Theme: Human-Computer Interaction for Entertainment
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
11 Jun 2015

Creative Technologies Special Issue "Multimodal Interfaces For Natural Interactions" (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jun 2015

4th IEEE International Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health May 11-13 Orlando, Florida, USA (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
24 May 2015 → 15 May 2016

PhD examiner invitation Middlesex University (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Mar 2015

5th International Conference on Serious Games, Interaction and Simulation (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
4 Feb 2015 → 30 Sep 2015
World Haptics Conference 2015 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Feb 2015

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2015 → 1 Jan 2016

International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) International Steering Committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2015 → 1 Jan 2016

IPC M u l g r a b conference with IEEE proceedings (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2015 → 1 Jan 2016

Emotion, anthropomorphism, authenticity, control: Validation of a merged metric for player-avatar interaction (PAX) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
31 Dec 2014

MoCreation consortium meeting
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
23 Dec 2014

Fonds de recherche du Québec - Société et la culture: Invited Reviewer (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
8 Dec 2014 → 2 Jun 2015

EPSRC review (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Dec 2014

H2020 Smart Spaces Outreach Workshop - EIT ICT Labs Budapest Associate Partner Group (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Nov 2014

CESI = EI.CESI + CESI companies + Exia.CESI + CESI alternating + CESI certification
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
26 Nov 2014 → 3 Dec 2014

2015 IFIP International Conference on Entertainment Computing. The conference will be held in Trondheim, Norway (30 September-2 October 2015). (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Nov 2014 → 2 Oct 2015

ArtsIT 2014
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
1 Nov 2014 → 3 Nov 2014

Advancing Assistive Technology and eAccessibility for People with Disabilities and the aging Population (AAATE 2015) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
29 Oct 2014 → 12 Sep 2015

Games Based Learning (European Conference)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
9 Oct 2014 → 10 Oct 2014

Games Based Learning (European Conference)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
9 Oct 2014 → 10 Oct 2014

EUREKA Independent Technical Expert (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 Sep 2014 → 1 Jan 2020

Centre des études supérieures industrielles [CESI] invited speaker
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
18 Sep 2014

Scientific Committee 20th Annual CyberPsychology, CyberTherapy & Social Networking Conference (CYPXY20) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Aug 2014 → 2 Jul 2015

The International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (MHCI) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Aug 2014 → 1 Aug 2015

Sundhed & Omsorg Projekt & Udvikling - Esbjerg Kommune meeting (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Aug 2014

International Conference on Pervasive Games (PERGAMES) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
11 Aug 2014 → 8 Aug 2015

Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) invited evaluator (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
30 Jul 2014

HCII 2014
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
22 Jun 2014 → 27 Jun 2014

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
18 Jun 2014

EU Expert Reporter Role for Call 21 (Advanced digital gaming/gamification technologies) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
16 Jun 2014 → 20 Jun 2014

Horizon 2020 European Expert Reviews Brussels (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
16 Jun 2014 → 20 Jun 2014
Rapporteur for the European Commission Horizon 2020 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
16 Jun 2014 → 20 Jun 2014

Program Board of the 9th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jun 2014 → 7 Aug 2015

Program Board of the 2015 9th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
15 May 2014 → 7 Aug 2015

Editor in Chief ACM Computers in Entertainment journal
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
31 Mar 2014 → 31 Mar 2015

ICDVRAT 2014 reviewing submitted papers (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
30 Mar 2014 → 1 Apr 2014

22nd International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision 2014 in cooperation with Eurographics Association; ACM &SIGGRAPH (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
25 Mar 2014 → 2 Jan 2015

SensoramaLab equipment application
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
20 Mar 2014

Esbjerg Seminariums Uddannelsesfond Application
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
17 Mar 2014

Aalborg University Open House 2014
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
18 Feb 2014 → 22 Feb 2014

Horizon 2020 - Skype meetings to establish consortiums - Wrexham University UK.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
14 Feb 2014

Horizon 2020 - Skype with AAU Copenhagen campus (Medialogy) regarding collaboration in project consortium (Georgius)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
14 Feb 2014

Horizon 2020 SEEDIFF consortium creation - Initial Skype
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
13 Feb 2014

Danish Representative UNESCO IFIP WG 14.7 Art & Entertainment (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
13 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2020

British Academy application for the International Partnership and Mobility Scheme. NTU/Tel Aviv/AAU
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
9 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

Computer Methods and Programs in Biomedicine. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2015

Danish IT IFIP TC representative (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

Editorial Board member Cyberpsychology, Behavior, and Social Networking (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2020

Games For Health Journal (G4HJ) Editorial Board (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

International Journal of Sensors, Wireless Communications and Control (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2014 → 1 Dec 2017

International Journal of Sensors, Wireless Communications and Control (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2016

International Programme Committee Entertainment Computing 2014 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

Program Board of UAHCI 2014 in the context of HCI2014 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

The International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (MHCi) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

UNESCO IFIP Denmark Representative (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2014 → 31 Dec 2014

Horizon 2020 discussions regards MADA inclusion
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
22 Dec 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

Horizon 2020 registered expert (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
17 Dec 2013 → 21 Dec 2020
Area Editor of EAI Transactions on Serious Games Journal (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
13 Dec 2013 → 13 Dec 2025

Danish representative on the Technical Committee on "Entertainment Computing" TC14 under IFIP (International Federation for Information Processing) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Dec 2013 → 12 Dec 2025

International Journal Editorial Board: EAI Endorsed Transactions on Creative Technologies (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
11 Dec 2013 → 11 Dec 2025

Denmark House, Brussels meeting Danish EU representation
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
6 Dec 2013

International Journal of Serious Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
25 Nov 2013 → 31 Dec 2020

Horizon 2020 meetings online
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
2 Nov 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

International Steering Committee ICAT (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Nov 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

VS-Games 2014 International Program Committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)

The annual Interactive Technologies and Games conference
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
17 Oct 2013

The 7th European Conference on Games Based Learning
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
3 Oct 2013 → 4 Oct 2013

Invited Board member - HCI International 2014, the 16th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction - 8th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 Sep 2013 → 27 Jun 2014

CYBERTHERAPY 2014 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Sep 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

GAMES 4 HEALTH JOURNAL (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Sep 2013 → 31 Dec 2030
Invited Keynote speaker for The 5th International Conference on Internet Technologies & Applications: ITA2013
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
10 Sep 2013 → 12 Sep 2013

Invited Program Board member of the 8th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Sep 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

Review committee The 10th International Conference on Disability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies 2nd to 4th September 2014 - Gothenburg, Sweden (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Sep 2013 → 21 Sep 2014

PhD stipend candidate assessments (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
23 Jul 2013

HCII2013
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
21 Jul 2013 → 26 Jul 2013

Editorial Board Member International Journal of Telemedicine and Clinical Practices (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
20 Jul 2013 → 20 Jul 2030

PhD position 7-13036 - Review/Assessment Committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jul 2013 → 20 Jul 2013

"IDC - Interaction Design and Children" (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
24 Jun 2013

U-Homes - 2013
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
20 Jun 2013 → 22 Jun 2013

Program Board of UAHCI 2013 in the context of HCII2013 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 May 2013 → 12 May 2015

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA invited speaker Global Health & Innovation Conference 2013
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
12 Apr 2013 → 13 Apr 2013

ArtsIT
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
21 Mar 2013 → 23 Mar 2013

Games and Learning (GaLA 2013 Conference) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
19 Feb 2013 → 25 Feb 2013

Information Research Center of International Talent and China Council for the Promotion International Trade invite
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
15 Feb 2013

CYBERTHERAPY conference committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2013 → 31 Dec 2013

Founding member of IACToR International Association of CyberPsychology, Training, and Rehabilitation (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2013 → 31 Dec 2013

GreeNETS 2014 international conference - Technical Programme Committee invited member (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2013 → 31 Dec 2014

ICAT International Steering Committee - 23rd International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT 2013) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2013 → 31 Dec 2013

Scientific Committee 2013 International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (MHCI’13) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
11 Dec 2012 → 20 Jul 2013

Invited IPC by The International Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology (International ASET Inc.) for the 2013 International Conference on Multimedia and Human-Computer Interaction (MHCI’13) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Dec 2012 → 25 Jul 2013

ECLAP 2013 Conference on Information Technologies for Performing Arts, Media Access and Entertainment (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
8 Dec 2012 → 10 Apr 2013

Virtual Dressing Room Project Dissemination
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
16 Nov 2012 → 18 Nov 2012

7th European Conference on Games Based Learning - ECGBL 2013 Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto (ISEP), Porto, Portugal on the 3-4 October 2013. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Nov 2012 → 3 Oct 2013

"Encuentro sobre la Atención a las Personas Mayores en la Era Digital" - martes 23 de octubre - Keynote and panel member for EU event that was held within the framework of the project "Espacio Transfronterizo sobre el Envejecimiento" which is funded by the "Operational Programme for Cross-border Cooperation: Spain – Portugal, 2007-2013": "CARE FOR OLDER PEOPLE IN THE DIGITAL AGE"
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
23 Oct 2012

Invited Speaker & Panel member for Conference_Care for the Elderly in the Digital Age_EN Invitación a participar en el
"Encuentro sobre la Atención a las Personas Mayores en la Era Digital" - Invited Speaker & Panel member
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
23 Oct 2012

GameVRHealth'2012: Culture & Computing' 2012.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)

Invite Keynote Culture & Computing'2012 on Oct. 21-24, in Hangzhou
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)

Invited presentation at the Noldus seminar - Danish Technological Institute Kongsvang Alle 29 DK-8000 Aarhus
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
11 Oct 2012

EUROPEAN EDUCATION FAIR - Studying at Aalborg University: Step into the world of Virtual Reality
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
29 Sep 2012

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
28 Sep 2012

Invited keynote and workshop for the International Conference on Virtual Reality and Visualization (ICVRV'12)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Sep 2012 → 15 Sep 2012

Invited Keynote for VRCAI'2012 linked to ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2012
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Sep 2012 → 15 Sep 2012

Invited Keynote speaker ChinaVR'2012
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Sep 2012 → 15 Sep 2012

Invited keynote for the Danish Agency for Scence, Technology and Innovation: EuroCenter, Ministeriet for Forskning,
Innovation og Videregående Uddannelser
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
4 Sep 2012

ArtsIT2013 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Jul 2012 → 22 Apr 2013

VS Games 2013 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Jul 2012 → 30 Nov 2013

International Program Committee of SMARTGREENS 2013 ("2nd International Conference on Smart Grids and Green IT
Systems") (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Jul 2012 → 31 Dec 2020

4th International Conference on Games and Virtual Worlds for Serious Applications (VS-GAMES’12) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
29 Jun 2012 → 29 Jun 2017

Advisory Board Multidisciplinary Journal of Social Diversity (MJSD) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
15 Jun 2012 → 15 Jun 2025

Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique – FNRS (“F.R.S.-FNRS”) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
7 Jun 2012 → …

International Journal of Sensors, Wireless Communications and Control ISSN: 2210-3279 (Print) ISSN: 2210-3287 (Online) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
18 May 2012 → …

Invited speaker and workshop for the 22nd Annual EURASHE Conference in Riga, Latvia: EURASHE 22nd Annual Conference is titled “Responding to challenges for European higher education: Lifelong learning and the Welfare Society”.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
10 May 2012 → 11 May 2012

Invited technical program committee member for the Long/Short Paper Track in ACM Conference on Multimedia (ACM MM) 2012 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Apr 2012 → 2 Nov 2012

International Programme Committee for The Seventh International Workshop on Haptic and Audio Interaction Design (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Mar 2012 → 30 Aug 2012

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
23 Feb 2012 → 20 Jul 2012

AAU PR representation at European Education Fair - Romania: Danish Day invited speaker
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
23 Feb 2012 → 28 Feb 2012

GreeNets 2012, The Second International Conference on Green Communications and Networking (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
8 Feb 2012 → 31 Oct 2012

The IFIP International Conference on Entertainment Computing (select papers in “Entertainment Computing”) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Feb 2012 → 1 Oct 2012

Springer (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
2 Feb 2012 → 2 Feb 2022
Springer (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
2 Feb 2012 → 2 Feb 2020

ArtsIT (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2012 → 1 Apr 2013

ArtsIT Steering committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
1 Jan 2012 → 31 Dec 2012

European Conference on Games Based Learning (ECGBL 2012) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
31 Dec 2011 → 31 Dec 2012

External examiner for Stephen Battersby's PhD VIVA defence Nottingham Trent University, UK (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Dec 2011

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
13 Dec 2011 → 15 Dec 2011

Medialogy talk at BEEP opening day
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
11 Nov 2011

The International Conference on Virtual Reality and Visualization (ICVRV'11), the former China Conference on Virtual Reality and Visualization (CCVRV) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
4 Nov 2011 → 5 Nov 2011

6th European Conference on Games Based Learning (ECGBL) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Nov 2011 → 1 Nov 2012

KEYNOTE: 3rd Annual Symposium on Advances in Neural Rehabilitation Engineering -NRES2011: SMI group Aalborg University
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
28 Oct 2011

HEALTHGAMES: Games for Health: ADAPTING GAMING TO HEALTH CARE
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
14 Oct 2011 → 8 Dec 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
1 Oct 2011 → 4 Oct 2011

European Education Fair AAU faculty representative: Title of presentations: Design your future: In the world of virtual reality
Invited Expert reviewer for the Lithuanian Agency for Science, Innovation and Technology: Invitation for inclusion in the international evaluator's data base as an expert in the field of information technology (IT).
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
13 Sep 2011 → 12 Sep 2021

Markerless 360 HD degree motion tracking + behaviour analysis + Games
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
12 Sep 2011 → 15 Sep 2011

SenhjerneskadeCenter
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
12 Sep 2011

Technical Program Committee (TPC) of The First International Conference on Eco-Technology and Green Computing (GreenTech 2012) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Sep 2011 → 20 Oct 2012

Steering committee ICAT2012 -The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) - Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)

21st International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) 2011 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Secretary)
4 Aug 2011 → 1 Dec 2011

The Cyprus Research Promotion Foundation (RPF) Invited expert evaluator for the agency for research and innovation activities (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Jul 2011 → 12 Jul 2021

ICDVRAT 2012 Programme Committee (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Secretary)
10 Jul 2011 → 30 Sep 2012

Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique – FNRS, Expert reviewer (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
4 Jul 2011 → 4 Jul 2025

SIGGRAPH Asia 2011 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
19 Jun 2011 → 15 Dec 2011

DIGITEL2012 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
8 Jun 2011 → 1 Apr 2012

State Key Laboratory of Virtual Reality Technology and Systems, Beihang University, Beijing, China visit
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
7 Jun 2011 → 8 Jun 2011
CITI Seminar
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
27 May 2011

CITI Seminar
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
26 May 2011

Design and Computation Series
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
26 May 2011 → 28 May 2011

Design and Computation Series: Digital Media & Portugal CoLab Programs at University of Texas, Austin
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
26 May 2011 → 28 May 2011

UT Austin USA and Portugal International Collaboratory for Emerging Technologies, CoLab
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
26 May 2011 → 28 May 2011

8th International Conference on Advances in Computer Entertainment Technology (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 May 2011 → 1 Dec 2011

Transmedia International Masterclass
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
11 May 2011 → 13 May 2011

ArtsIT 2011 (3rd) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
1 May 2011 → 30 Dec 2011

Chair (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Chairman)
16 Mar 2011 → 16 Mar 2025

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
2 Mar 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
1 Mar 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
28 Feb 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
28 Feb 2011
European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
26 Feb 2011 → 27 Feb 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
25 Feb 2011

European Education Fair
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
24 Feb 2011

Building Interfaces For Social Interaction (BISI)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
9 Feb 2011 → 11 Feb 2011

CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation magazine editorial board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2011 → …

Digital Creativity (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2011 → …

International Journal of Arts and Technology (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2011 → …

Journal of CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation Editorial Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2011 → …

Working title - Provoking the system - SoundScapes: Digital Media, Information Design and Practical Computation (Applied creativity, interactivity and game environments): a societal systemic approach
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
2011

International Agents visit
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
9 Dec 2010

ICEC 2011 IPC (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Dec 2010 → 1 Dec 2012

Multicoloured Musical Magic (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
2 Nov 2010

ISME proposal to host conference 2016
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
1 Nov 2010 → 1 Nov 2016

**IPC (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Oct 2010 → …

**IPC (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 Oct 2010 → 1 Nov 2011

**Virtual training tæt på gennembrud: Medialogy Esbjerg Students success**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
8 Oct 2010

**International academics (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
5 Oct 2010 → 1 Jan 2015

**IPC (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Oct 2010 → 30 Apr 2011

**International Programme Committee (IPC) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
29 Sep 2010 → 2 Feb 2012

**Ability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies (AVRAT) - Laval Virtual'11 and VRIC'11 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
24 Sep 2010 → 1 May 2011

**International Society for Virtual Rehabilitation (ISVR) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
23 Sep 2010 → 31 Dec 2020

**Steering committee ICAT2011 -The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) - Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)

**GAMEON’2010 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Jul 2010 → …

**ESF Research Networking Programmes (previously Scientific Programmes) Call 2009: EMRC / SCSS: EU funding of project proposal**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
28 Jun 2010 → …

**Journal of Assistive Technology: Enabling technologies for inclusion in health, support, care and education (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
9 May 2010 → …

**Health & Rehab Messe**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
4 May 2010 → 6 May 2010

**non profit (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
15 Apr 2010 → …

**Chair: Perceptual Interfaces for Games (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Apr 2010 → 31 Dec 2010

**Building Interfaces for Social Inclusion (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Apr 2010 → …

**Perceptual Interfaces for Games (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Mar 2010 → 22 May 2011

**Kjetil Falkenberg Hansen PhD examiner: Thesis title: The acoustics and performance of DJ scratching**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (External examiner)
12 Feb 2010

**CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation magazine editorial board member (Journal)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
31 Jan 2010 → 31 Dec 2010

**i-CREATe 2010 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
25 Jan 2010 → …

**The European Science Foundation (ESF) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
19 Jan 2010 → …

**Chair: Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2010 → 20 Sep 2010

**i-CREATe 2010 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Jan 2010 → …

**Journal of Assistive Technologies: Enabling technologies for inclusion in health, support, care and education (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Jan 2010 → …

**5th European Conference on Games Based Learning (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2010 → 31 Dec 2013

**Digital Creativity (Journal)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2010 → 31 Dec 2010
International Journal of Arts and Technology (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2010 → 31 Dec 2010

Journal of CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation Editorial Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2010 → 31 Dec 2010

Journal of Assistive Technologies: Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
2010 → 2012

Satellite Workshop of IEEE International Conference on Multimedia & Expo (ICME 2010) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
25 Dec 2009 → …

The 9th International Conference on Interaction Design and Children (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
25 Dec 2009 → …

No (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Dec 2009 → …

Science Art Nomadic Academy (under EU Science in Society 2010 call) A project that aims to train artists and art teachers in science-arts in 10 European countries (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
6 Dec 2009 → …

PhD examiner invited by Certec Lund University examiner of Per-Olof Hedvall
Anthony Lewis Brooks (External examiner)
4 Dec 2009

MULGRAB2010 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
16 Nov 2009 → …

9th International Conference on Entertainment Computing held in COEX, Seoul Korea on Sept. 8-11, 2010. (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Oct 2009 → …

IPCThe IASTED African Conference on Internet and Multimedia Systems and Applications–AfricaIMSA 2010–March 15 – 17, 2010Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Sep 2009 → …

Steering committee ICAT2010 -The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) - Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2009 → 27 Aug 2010

MULGRAB 2009 - The First International Conference on Multimedia, Computer Graphics and Broadcasting (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
13 Aug 2009 → …

**IEEE DIGITEL (International Conference on Digital Game and Intelligent Toy Enhanced Learning), DIGITEL 2010 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
5 Aug 2009 → …

**IASTED International Conference on Internet and Multimedia Systems and Applications (AfricaIMSA 2010) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
10 Jul 2009 → …

**A C M Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage (Journal)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
3 Jul 2009 → …

**SENSATIONS: SOUND LIGHT COLOR: Designing the nonmaterial for well-being**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Consultant)
3 May 2009 → …

**Council of Europe, the European Internet Service Providers Association (EurolSPA) and the Interactive Software Federation in Europe (ISFE) (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
30 Apr 2009 → …

**International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Apr 2009 → …

**European Commission (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
5 Mar 2009 → 6 Mar 2009

**ArtsIT 2009 International Conference on Arts & Technology (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
18 Feb 2009 → 31 Oct 2009

**The 3rd International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment INTETAIN 09 (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
17 Feb 2009 → …

**GAMEON-NA 2009, August 26-28, 2009, Georgia Tech Global Learning Center, Atlanta, USA, Conference Committee (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Feb 2009 → …

**PC of the 9th Intelligent Virtual Agents conference, to be held in Amsterdam, 14-16 September 2009, see http://iva09.dfki.de/ (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Feb 2009 → …

**IDC 2009 The 8th ACM International Conference on Interaction Design and Children (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Feb 2009 → …
Chair: Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2009 → 16 Dec 2009

Perceptual Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2009 → 22 Dec 2010

CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation magazine editorial board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2009 → 31 Dec 2009

Digital Creativity (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2009 → 31 Dec 2009

International Journal of Arts and Technology (IJART) Editorial Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2009 → 31 Dec 2009

Journal of CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation Editorial Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2009 → 31 Dec 2009

Springer (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Peer reviewer)
1 Jan 2009 → 1 Feb 2024

Internet and Multimedia Systems and Applications—EuroIMSA 2009— (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Dec 2008 → …

International conference for Virtual Rehabilitation IPC (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
17 Dec 2008 → …

Intetain 2009, Amsterdam, 22-24th June 2009 Third International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment http://Intetain.org/ (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
12 Dec 2008 → …

ACM-SIGCHI IDC 2009 - the 8th Interaction Design and Children Conference (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
11 Dec 2008 → …

Creative Industries, Innovation and Play Therapy - an nvited Talk by Tony Brooks, Aalborg University
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
26 Nov 2008

SoundScapes seminar/workshop
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
26 Nov 2008
Play Therapy guest lecture
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
25 Nov 2008

Play Therapy, non-formal learning and Technology mediated Virtual Interactive Space (VIS)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
25 Nov 2008

Technology Mediated Music Therapy in Wales
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
25 Nov 2008

Cultural Olympiad 2012: Prometheus Proposal
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
24 Nov 2008

Music Technology adaptation for Disabled Participants
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
24 Nov 2008

2nd International Art Brain and Languages
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
12 Sep 2008

2nd International Art, Brain and Languages
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
11 Sep 2008

Interpretations: intersensory stimulation concept targeting inclusive access offering appreciation of classical music for all ages, standing, & disability
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
11 Sep 2008

SoundScapes Virtual Interactive Space
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
11 Sep 2008

International Conference Artificial Reality & Telexistence (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2008

Japanese Virtual Reality Society (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2008 → 27 Aug 2009

Laval Virtual (Digital Art symposium) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2008 → ...

Steering committee ICAT2009 -The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) - Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2008 → 27 Aug 2009
IPC = "Computer Applications in Health Care (CAHC)" ACM 2009 SYMPOSIUM ON APPLIED COMPUTING (SAC'09).
ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) (http://www.acm.org/conferences/sac/sac2009/). (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
27 Aug 2008 → ...

Laval Virtual'09 and VRIC'09 (six symposiums) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 Jul 2008 → 26 Apr 2009

Art Brain & Languages (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
28 Jun 2008 → ...

NETVÆRK FOR PRAKTISK ANVENDELSE AF HYBRIDE LÆRINGSRUM : Hybride læringsrum og produktnæssligkrydsfelter
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
28 Jun 2008 → 30 Jun 2008

Biofeedback
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
8 May 2008

HEALTH & REHAB
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
6 May 2008 → 8 May 2008

GAMEON-NA'2008 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
24 Apr 2008 → ...

Hybride læringsrum
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
22 Apr 2008

International Journal of Arts and Technology (IJART) ISSN (Online): 1754-8861 - ISSN (Print): 1754-8853 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Feb 2008 → 31 Dec 2008

Chair: Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2008 → 1 Jan 2009

Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2008 → 1 Jan 2009

8th International Conference on Entertainment Computing (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008

CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation magazine editorial board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Reviewer)
1 Jan 2008 → 31 Dec 2008
Digital Creativity (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008 → 31 Dec 2009

IEEE Publication (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008

Internet and Multimedia Systems and Applications (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008

Journal of CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation Editorial Board member (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008 → 31 Dec 2008

New Review of Hypermedia and Multimedia (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
1 Jan 2008

Emergent Objects: designing the technological interface through performance: Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
17 Dec 2007 → 19 Dec 2007

2020 Technologies for Entertainment, Art, and Culture: A Speculative Vision
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
30 Nov 2007

1º CONGRESSO INTERNACIONAL SOBRE ARTE, CÉREBRO E LINGUAGENS
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
6 Nov 2007

Artabilitation: Non-formal learning from interactive multi-sensory environments that promote explorative play, creative expression and joyful activity
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
6 Nov 2007

SoundScapes/ArtAbilitation - Where Expression is the Art, and Art is the Expression
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
2 Nov 2007

Group de Recherche en Arts Médiatiques (mobile/immobilisé)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
31 Oct 2007 → 3 Nov 2007
ISEA 2008 meeting on workshop hosting and collaboration with City University of Singapore
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Consultant)
28 Sep 2007

CSaLT the Centre for Schooling and Learning Technologies, School of Education, Faculty of Education and Arts, Edith Cowan University
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
3 Sep 2007 → 23 Sep 2007

National University of Singapore, Engineering Faculty, E1A-06-22
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
30 Aug 2007

Seminar by Tony Brooks on ‘SoundScapes – from the Extreme to the Generic
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
30 Aug 2007

SoundScapes - from the Extreme to the Generic: Designing, Creating and Developing towards an Optimal and Intuitive Human Interactive Experience within Computer-Generated Virtual Interactive Space (VIS).
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
30 Aug 2007

Represented AAUE at Opening Esbjerg Festuge
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
10 Aug 2007

French Association of Virtual Reality (AFRV). (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
20 Jul 2007 → …

ArtAbilitation 2007
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
17 Jul 2007 → 20 Jul 2007

Artificial Reality & Telexistence
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
17 Jul 2007

Ludic Engagement Designs for All
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
17 Jul 2007 → 20 Jul 2007

Digital Creativity (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
16 Jul 2007 → …

Ludic Engagement for All - conference proceedings (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
16 Jul 2007 → …

V-cenTAH (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
16 Jul 2007 → …
Reading University, School of Engineering speaker series
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
24 May 2007

SoundScapes - Beyond Interaction...In search of the ultimate human-centred interface.
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
24 May 2007

Rehab Scandinavia Messe: AAU promotion: Aalborg Universitet, Esbjerg stand A1433 www.aaue.dk/~tonybrooks/
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
7 May 2007 → 10 Jul 2007

PRESENCCIA
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Consultant)
14 Feb 2007

Chair: Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2007 → 1 Sep 2007

Chair: Perceptual User Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Jan 2007 → 15 Dec 2007

EU (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
3 Jan 2007 → 4 Mar 2010

ICAT2006 - International conference Artificial Reality and Telexistence
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
29 Nov 2006

ICAT2006, Zhejiang University of Technology, Hangzhou, P.R.China
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
29 Nov 2006

Chair: Perceptual Interfaces for Games (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Sep 2006 → 1 Dec 2007

Steering committee ICAT2007 -The International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence (ICAT) - Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ) (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)

University research collaboration body (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
4 Aug 2006 → …

International Journal on Disability and Human Development (Journal)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
16 Jul 2006 → …
Aalborg University (Publisher)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Editor)
16 Jun 2006 → …

Workshop om handicap- og ældreteknologi
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
6 Jun 2006

16th International Conference on Artificial Reality and Telexistence, ICAT'2006, Zhejiang University of Technology, Hangzhou, P.R.China, (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 May 2006 → …

5th International workshop on virtual rehabilitation, IWVR 2006, New York, USA (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 May 2006 → 31 Aug 2006

International Conference for Artificial Realities & Telexistence ICAT2007 (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 May 2006 → …

The 2006 Conference on Multimedia, Information Technology and its Applications (MITA2006), Dalian University, China, (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 May 2006 → 22 Nov 2006

VSMM’2006 (Xian, China, Oct. 18-20). 12th International Conference on Virtual systems and Multimedia, (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 May 2006 → …

Assistive Technologies for the Future - enabling users with pervasive technologies
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
17 May 2006

Forskningens Døgn
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Participant)
5 May 2006

JOURNAL OF CYBERTHERAPY AND REHABILITATION (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2006 → 1 Jan 2020

ICDVRAT Series Steering Committee 2005 - ongoing (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Nov 2005 → 1 Nov 2020

ArtAbilitation 2006 international conference (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Oct 2004 → …

ICDVRAT 2006 - 6th International Conference on Disability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Sep 2004 → 22 Oct 2006

ICDVRAT 2010 - 8th International Conference on Disability, Virtual Reality and Associated Technologies (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
22 Sep 2004 → 2 Sep 2010

SoundScapes, ArtAbilitation & GameAbilitation
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
13 Sep 2004

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
22 May 2004

"Explorer la mémoire"
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
21 Apr 2004

Virtual Interactive Space
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
19 Apr 2004

Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
26 Feb 2004

Nordic Exceptional Trendshop (NEXT)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Other)
17 Dec 2003

SoundScapes Art Advance (Mobile / Immobilise) - Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art following on from previous in 2000 for Millennium Culture Capital event
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
1 Jul 2003

Design Education in the time of the Disappearing Computer http://ilios.cti.gr/DCTales/design_education.asp
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Lecturer)
22 May 2003

board member (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
14 Oct 2001 → 1 Dec 2003

European Network for Intelligent Information Interfaces (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Oct 2001 → …

i3net The European Network for Intelligent Information Interfaces
http://www.i3net.org/about/organisation/coordinating.html (External organisation)
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Oct 2001 → …
**Ukendt**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
22 May 2001

**European Network for Intelligent Information Interfaces (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
21 May 2001 → …

**i3 Spring Days**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Organizer)
24 Apr 2001

**i3 Spring Days**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
23 Apr 2001 → 25 Apr 2001

**Member (External organisation)**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Member)
1 Jan 2001 → …

**Keynote: European Film College & Danish Television Seminar**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Speaker)
12 Apr 1999

**Ukendt**
Anthony Lewis Brooks (Visiting researcher)
22 May 1997 → 22 May 2002

**Press clippings**

**An exciting connection between Arts and IT**
Anthony Lewis Brooks
18/01/2016
1 item of Media coverage

**Anthony Brooks fra AAU får Forskerpris**
Anthony Lewis Brooks
09/06/2006
1 item of Media coverage

**Art Reaches Final Frontier as Works Blast into Orbit**
Anthony Lewis Brooks
30/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

**BEEP 2011 T3 magazine special on Denmark Digital Messe Bella centern Copenhagen - see pages 12 & 13 = Centre Spread 2 images and text**
Anthony Lewis Brooks
11/11/2011
1 Media contribution

**Computerspill holder ældre mentalt i form**
Anthony Lewis Brooks
18/05/2009
3 items of Media coverage
Computerspil kan hjælpe handicappede med genoptøning
Anthony Lewis Brooks
11/04/2011
1 item of Media coverage

Computerspil kan hjælpe handicappede med genoptøning
Anthony Lewis Brooks & Eva Irene Brooks
11/04/2011
1 item of Media coverage

Computerspil til genoptøning
Anthony Lewis Brooks
20/04/2011
1 item of Media coverage

Dansk forskerkunst sendes ud i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Dansk forskerkunst sendes ud i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Dansk kunst i det ydre rum
Anthony Lewis Brooks
22/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Digital kunst fra Danmark skal sendes ud i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Drone flyver rundt på Aalborg Universitet Aalborg
Anthony Lewis Brooks
05/12/2010
1 item of Media coverage

Entrevista a Anthony Brooks, pioner en el món digital en benefici de les persones amb discapacitat // Interview with Anthony Brooks, a pioneer in the digital world for the benefit of persons with disabilities
Anthony Lewis Brooks
20/09/2016
1 item of Media coverage

Esbjerg-forsker udstiller kunst i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
4 items of Media coverage

Esbjerg-professor får forskerpris
Anthony Lewis Brooks
22/05/2006
1 item of Media coverage
Esbjerg-Professor får forskerpris - Rosværdig
Professor fra Aalborg Universitet får et kontant skulderklap for sit arbejde med genoptræning af handicappede ved hjælp af avanceret computer-teknologi
Anthony Lewis Brooks
23/05/2006
1 item of Media coverage

eurashe.eu Report p. 21
Anthony Lewis Brooks & Eva Irene Brooks
10/03/2012
1 item of Media coverage

European Association of Institutes of Higher Education (EURASIA) Experts in Professional Higher Education
Anthony Lewis Brooks
28/03/2018
1 item of Media coverage

European Education Fair - Danish Day live broadcast
Anthony Lewis Brooks
22/02/2013
1 Media contribution

Forsker fra AAU Esbjerg udstiller kunst i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

FORSKNING skaber glæde og livskvalitet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
01/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Genoptræning gennem leg
Anthony Lewis Brooks
17/11/2005
1 item of Media coverage

Georg Gearløs-brille gør lamme i stand til at tegne med øjnene
Anthony Lewis Brooks
01/09/2010
1 item of Media coverage

Georg Gearløs-brille gør lamme i stand til at tegne med øjnene
Anthony Lewis Brooks
01/09/2010
1 item of Media coverage

Her er en virkelig underlig guitar: Nyt produkt gør selv handicappede i stand til at fyre den af.
Anthony Lewis Brooks
12/11/2011
1 Media contribution

Hjernen kan blive køresyg
Anthony Lewis Brooks
18/11/2019
2 items of Media coverage
Hollywood-teknik skal hjælpe handicappede: TV2 News 12:10; 19:30; and 22.20
Anthony Lewis Brooks
12/09/2011
1 Media contribution

Ingeniør får pris for it-platform til handicappede
Anthony Lewis Brooks
23/05/2006
1 item of Media coverage

Inhabited Information Spaces: http://www.dr.dk/P1/harddisken/Udsendelser/Arkiv/2004/04/203546.htm
Anthony Lewis Brooks
24/04/2004
1 Media contribution

Kunst fra Danmark skal sendes ud i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Multimedia Artist pioneers communication tool utilising Reflexite’s technology.: http://www.reflexite-europe.com/pr_224_multimedia-artist-pioneers-communication-tool-utilising-reflexite-s-technology.htm
Anthony Lewis Brooks
09/08/2007
1 Media contribution

Musik og farver hjælper handicappede
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

New Danish research: Disabled people rehabilitated with computer games (Ny dansk forskning: Handicappede genoptrænes med computerspil): Ny dansk forskning viser at læg med computerspil hjælper handicappede og smertepatienter. Danske genoptrænings-spil på vej
Anthony Lewis Brooks
11/04/2011
1 Media contribution

Nintendo Wii lindrer smerter
Anthony Lewis Brooks
12/10/2010
2 items of Media coverage

Nintendo Wii lindrer smerter
Anthony Lewis Brooks
12/10/2010
1 Media contribution

Nintendo Wii-projekt hjælper smertepatienter
Anthony Lewis Brooks
08/06/2010
1 item of Media coverage

Ponència d’Anthony Brooks (Universitat d’Aalborg) sobre el model de creació de Serious Games
Anthony Lewis Brooks
Portræt: Tony Brooks
Anthony Lewis Brooks
25/11/2005
1 item of Media coverage

Professor on course for cutting-edge technology
Anthony Lewis Brooks
27/04/2011
1 item of Media coverage

Professor Tony Brooks will see his new creation taken into space by a Japanese satellite
Anthony Lewis Brooks
12/01/2009
1 item of Media coverage

Recent Books On Virtual Rehabilitation
Anthony Lewis Brooks
09/02/2016
1 item of Media coverage

Anthony Lewis Brooks
29/11/2006
1 Media contribution

September er innovationsmåned i Sydvestjylland
Anthony Lewis Brooks
03/08/2006
1 item of Media coverage

Smerteforsøg med bevægelsesstyrede computerspil
Anthony Lewis Brooks & Eva Irene Brooks
01/10/2012
1 item of Media coverage

Studerende skal styre helikopter fra iPad
Anthony Lewis Brooks
06/12/2010
1 item of Media coverage

The 6th International Research Conference: Consciousness Reframed: Qi and Complexity: 25-27 November 2003, Beijing, Planetary Collegium; School of Software, Peking University; Central Academy of Fine Arts; Central Conservatory of Music; Beijing Normal University
Anthony Lewis Brooks
25/11/2003
1 Media contribution

The Four Senses
Anthony Lewis Brooks
19/04/2002
1 Media contribution
The latest on human computer interaction and special needs (TESconnect magazine)
Anthony Lewis Brooks & Eva Irene Brooks
07/08/2013
1 item of Media coverage

Tony Brooks Interview on Pembrokeshire Radio
Anthony Lewis Brooks
07/04/2011
1 Media contribution

Tony Brooks Towards New Multisensory Spaces and Environments
Anthony Lewis Brooks
05/11/2011
1 Media contribution

TV2 News
Anthony Lewis Brooks
21/11/2005
1 Media contribution

What is Medialogy?
Anthony Lewis Brooks
18/02/2019
1 Media contribution

Wii gør genoptræning sjovt foran fladskærmen
Anthony Lewis Brooks
07/05/2010
1 item of Media coverage

AAU-forsker modtager forskerpris
Anthony Lewis Brooks
07/06/2006
1 item of Media coverage

AAU-underviser udstiller kunstværk i rummet
Anthony Lewis Brooks
25/01/2009
6 items of Media coverage